
Essay Writing 

Question: Did the assassination of F. Ferdinand make war inevitable? 

 The assassination of Franz Ferdinand made war inevitable, but at the same time it didn’t 

because there were more causes, this was “the last straw that broke the camel’s back”. In the 

following essay I am going to talk about which were the causes that helped the war be inevitable 

and also that this cause made the war inevitable. 

 The assassination of Franz Ferdinand made the war inevitable because this cause was the 

last one that led to WW1. He was a royal prince of the Austro-Hungarian empire and was 

assassinated by a Serb called Gavrilo Princip. This assassination gave A-H the perfect excuse to give 

Serbia an ultimatum. The ultimatum said that if Serbia didn’t join the Austro-Hungarian empire as 

an ethnic group, A-H wouldn’t go to war with them and let this crime slip by. Of course  Serbia 

didn’t agree with the deal that A-H proposed and went to war.  

 The assassination didn’t make the war inevitable even if it was the last cause, but without 

this long term causes it could have ended up different. There was long and short term causes. The 

first causes were the alliances, because the ones that came later on maybe wouldn't have been 

the same if these alliances would have been different. There were 5 alliances. They were: the 

Treaty of London, a treaty Britain that said that she had to protect the neutrality of Belgium; Dual 

Alliance Treaty, a treaty between Germany and A-H saying that if Russia attacked one of them they 

would help each other; Franco-Russian Military Convention, the treaty talked about that if either 

France or Russia went to war they would help each other with army; the Triple Entente, formed by 

Britain, Russia and France; the Triple Alliance, formed by Germany, A-H and Italy (when the war 

started Italy went to the Triple Entente). The alliances were formed thanks to the rivalries; they 

were long term causes just like the alliances. There were 4 rivalries and they were: A-H and Russia, 

Germany and France, Britain and Germany, and A-H and Serbia. The rivalry between A-H and 

Russia was because in A-H lived many ethnic groups, one of them were the Slavs, in Russia as well. 

So Russia felt very connected with the Slavs and wanted their freedom. The rivalry between 

Germany and France developed because France had a powerful territory in industrial strength, 

Alsace-Lorraine, but GR wanted it. So she went to war with France and conquered it. Germany had 

another rivalry with another empire, Britain. Since GB is an island, the best military strength is the 

navy, but Germany was getting more powerful in every single way, especially army, plus she was a 

new empire. The last rivalry was of A-H and Serbia, this rivalry was formed due to that Serbia was 

the only ethnic group that free themselves from A-H and that idea was making all the other groups 

form a revolution against the empire. 

The short term causes were: 1st & 2nd Morocco crisis, the Naval & Arms race, the Balkans crisis 

and of course the Murder at Sarajevo (which is the assassination). The 1st Morocco Crisis and the 

2nd Morocco Crisis. In the 1st one neither Germany nor France conquered Morocco. The reasons 

why France wanted this place, was because she wanted to expand her empire overseas as well as 

Germany. Britain wanted to keep begin the dominating power of Africa. In this crisis we could see 

how Britain thought her strategic plan, because when France asked her for help she said no. But 



after I while she only accepted if France wouldn’t go to war for Egypt, plus she didn’t want the 

growth of Germany. Like I said nobody obtained Morocco in this crisis because in 1906 there was 

conference in Algeciras, Spain and in that conference Germany got humiliated. In the 2nd Morocco 

Crisis, France conquered Morocco. So Germany wouldn't attack again, France gave her part of the 

French Congo. The next cause is the naval race. It was a race between GB and GR to see who had 

the biggest and more powerful navy. After the Naval race there was the Arms race. It was formed 

by, USA, GB, GR, Russia, France and Italy; they competed to see who was the most powerful in 

army. The last cause before the assassination was the Balkans crisis. In this crisis the Ottoman 

Empire, Russian empire and the Austro-Hungarian Empire were involved, they fought for the 

Balkans empire. 

 

In conclusion, the war wouldn't have started without all of this causes but it is true that the 

assassination of F. Ferdinand made the war inevitable because as I said it was the final cause. 
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